
 
 

BA 200 video assignment:  Daniel Pink and Sal Khan 

 

The first of the two videos, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc features Daniel Pink, 

author of Drive: The Surprising Truth about What Motivates Us.    This video (illustrated with 

animation) provides a paradigm-busting, engaging summary of research on how leaders and 

managers can create attractive, rewarding workplaces for highly skilled individuals. Essentially, 

it answers the question: what drives motivation for people like you to do your best work? As 

you watch the video, think about and be prepared to discuss the following: 

1. How would you summarize the implications for organizational culture and management 

practice coming out of Daniel Pink’s presentation of motivation research?  

2. Does the Pink’s motivation material affect your approach to being a project manager or 

team leader? How and why? 

3. Explain whether you think the management structure described in The Circle is 

consistent with what Pink would say leads to the most innovative and efficient 

outcomes and the most motivated employees. 

 

The second of the two videos, http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/khan-academy-the-future-of-

education-50121400/, is a 60 Minutes story on Sal Khan and the Khan Academy.  It’s the story 

of an entrepreneur who reached out to frustrated students around the world, and the process 

is changing how we envision education. Khan is simultaneously a smart businessman and 

addressing an important social issue – equal access to quality learning experiences.  As you 

watch the video, think about and be prepared to discuss the following: 

1. What is the Khan Academy’s “business model,” or profit formula? (Even a “non-profit,” 

social enterprise needs to be financially sustainable!) 

a. What are the revenues? What are the costs? 

b. What is the price it charges to its customers? 

c. What is the value its customers receive? 

2. Equal access to quality education is an example of a (global) social issue. Can you think 

of other social issues that could be addressed successfully through the type of business 

model that Khan Academy uses? Explain and give examples. 
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